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Abstract
The directional characteristics of human speech have many

applications in speech acoustics, audio, telecommunications,
room acoustical design, and other areas. However, profession-
als in these fields require carefully conducted, high-resolution,
spherical speech directivity measurements taken under distinct
circumstances to gain additional insights for their work. Be-
cause head orientation and human-body diffraction influence
speech radiation, this work explores such effects under various
controlled conditions through the changing directivity patterns
of a head and torso simulator. The results show that head orien-
tation and body diffraction at low frequencies impact directivi-
ties only slightly. However, the effects are more substantial at
higher frequencies, particularly above 1 kHz.
Index Terms: speech directivity, speech radiation, speech
acoustics

1. Introduction
Human voice directivity has many applications in audio,
telecommunications, room acoustical design, auralization, and
other areas. The directional characteristics have been the fo-
cus of numerous studies over the past century, including studies
on the directivity of seated talkers [1, 2, 3, 4], standing talkers
[5, 6], and singers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], all using various sampling
resolutions and measurement modalities. Recently, the authors
have published work on spherical directivities of seated talkers
with 5◦ resolution based on the AES sampling standard [12].

While the various studies have provided vital insights into
the radiation of sound by the human voice and vaguely shown
that diffraction about the human body plays an essential role in
directivity patterns, they have not focused on the effects of head
orientation on speech directivity. This work explores the differ-
ences in speech directivities due to changing head orientations
with and without torso diffraction. The resulting data appears in
an archival database for use by other researchers; they will be
particularly beneficial in applications such as auralizations or
virtual-reality simulations [13], where head orientation is rele-
vant to obtaining realistic results.

2. Methods
2.1. Measurements

The directivity measurements took place in an anechoic en-
vironment with the semi-circular rotating microphone array
shown in Fig 1. The measurement arc included 36 12.7 mm
(0.5 in.) microphones at a a = 0.97 m radius and incrementally
spaced at 5◦ increments in the polar angle θ. Due to obstruc-
tions from the measurement apparatus, the nadir (θ = 180◦)
did not include a microphone. Each microphone and its sig-
nal path had been relatively calibrated over frequency for post-
processing of its channel data. The measurement arc rotated in
5◦ steps in the azimuthal angle ϕ to produce a full-spherical

Figure 1: A KEMAR HATS within the rotating directivity mea-
surement system.

data set, conforming to AES sampling standard [14] (except
the nadir position). With the 72 azimuthal sampling angles,
the measurement consisted of 2,521 unique sampling positions
over the sphere. The overhead turntable, measurement arc, and
support structures included absorptive treatments of sufficient
thickness to minimize the effects of undesirable scattering

The authors selected a G.R.A.S. KEMAR head and torso
simulator (HATS) for the measurements. While a HATS differs
from a human talker because of geometric characteristics, lack
of arms or legs, a fixed mouth aperture, dissimilar skin absorp-
tion, and other properties, previous measurements of live speech
from human talkers have shown that the directivity produced
by the HATS is an acceptable approximation over the audible
bandwidth [12]. Other authors have also employed mannequins
for speech directivity studies [5, 6, 11, 15, 16]. The primary
advantages of the HATS over human talkers for this investiga-
tion were its readily controlled and adjusted acoustic output and
azimuthal head orientation angle ψh, which both yielded more
reproducible results.

Three 5 s exponentially weighted swept-sine signals excited
the mouth simulator, whose opening aligned with the array cen-
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ter. The first directivity measurements were of the isolated head,
independent of the torso, with and without foam on the sup-
porting stand. Measurement comparisons determined that the
additional foam was beneficial for this and all subsequent mea-
surements. The second measurement set included both the head
and torso, with the mouth initially oriented toward ψh = 0◦

(i.e., facing directly forward), then rotated sequentially using
the HATS neck angle scale in 10◦ increments up to ψh = 90◦

(i.e., with the mouth over the left shoulder). Because of the left-
right HATS symmetry, the measurements included only head
orientations to one side. The second measurement set also in-
cluded intermediate head orientations at 5◦, 15◦, 25◦, and 35◦.
The complete experimental data thus consisted of full spheri-
cal directivity measurements of the isolated head and fourteen
different head orientations with the attached torso.

2.2. Processing

The frequency response functions (FRF) H(θ, ϕ, f) between
the electric input signal x(t) driving the HATS and each array
microphone output signal ỹ(θ, ϕ, t) resulted by dividing the av-
eraged cross-spectrum Gxỹ(θ, ϕ, f) by the averaged input au-
tospectrumGxx(f) [17]. Here, ỹ indicates the possibility of un-
correlated noise in the output signal. The cross and auto spectra
enabled the calculation of coherence functions and helped an-
alyze signal-to-noise ratios and other measurement limitations
or errors. Finally, broader-band (e.g., 1/3-octave band) results
followed from the narrowband data by calculating the coherent
output spectrum and then summing over the desired bandwidths
[12, 17]. The 1/3rd-octave-band directivities used for analysis
in this work are available for further exploration in an online
archival database [21].

2.3. Directivity Functions

Directivity functions D(θ, ϕ, f) followed by normalizing the
FRFs by the maximum magnitude response for a given fre-
quency [12]. Magnitude beam patterns B(θ, ϕ, f) expressed
directivity functions on a logarithmic scale.

Another beneficial directivity metric is the directivity factor
function Q(θ, ϕ, f)[18]:

Q(θ, ϕ, f) =
4π|H(θ, ϕ, f)|2∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
|H(θ, ϕ, f)|2 sin θdθdϕ

. (1)

The directivity index function DI(θ, ϕ, f) expresses the direc-
tivity factor function on a logarithmic scale as DI(θ, ϕ, f) =
10 log10Q(θ, ϕ, f).

The directivity factor function allows for a straightforward
deviation metric

σ2
Q(f) =

1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

|Q(θ, ϕ, f)−Qref (θ, ϕ, f)|2 sin θdθdϕ,
(2)

where Qref (θ, ϕ, f) is a reference directivity factor function.
On a logarithmic scale, the deviation level is

LQ(f) = 10 log10[1 + σQ(f)]. (3)

For convenience, one may average the deviation σQ(f) over
frequency to create a global, frequency-independent value.

3. Results
3.1. Head and Torso Diffraction

Comparisons of directivities from the HATS mouth simulator
oriented toward ψh = 0◦, with and without the torso attached

to the head, provide the first glimpse into associated radiation
and diffraction effects. A theoretical and computational model
of a 0.9 cm radius radially vibrating cap on a 8.5 cm radius
rigid sphere provides additional insights, as this type of model
has provided simple speech radiation predictions in previous
works [5, 16]. Its simulations produced commensurate sound
pressures and summations over the same bandwidths as the ex-
perimental measurements for equitable comparisons.

Figure 2 compares normalized directivity balloons of the
four sources for the 1.6 kHz 1/3-octave band on a 40 dB scale.
Plot color and radius both indicate level, while the encompass-
ing spherical mesh indicates the maximum 0 dB reference level.
The theoretical model’s balloon in Fig. 2(a) shows an expected
radiation pattern, with axial symmetry about the cap axis plus
a region of reduced level behind the sphere and a rear lobe due
to diffraction. Figure 2(b) shows the directivity for the isolated
KEMAR head, which has several features in common with the
theoretical model, including a region of reduced levels behind
the head due to diffraction. However, while the head maintains
reflectional symmetry about the median plane, it does not pro-
duce axial symmetry about the mouth axis. This change pre-
sumably arises because the head is not a perfect sphere, and
the mouth does not fall on the intersection of the transverse and
median planes through the head’s geometrical center. The di-
rection of its most substantial radiation is not directly in front
of the mouth at the 90◦ polar angle, which one might consider
the primary radiation axis, but angles slightly upward. A simi-
lar feature appears for the speech directivity generated with the
head and torso combination, as shown in Fig. 2(c). For this
case, the shadow region behind the head is similar; however, a
clear lobe has formed above the transverse mouth plane. Figure
2(d) shows the average directivity of live seated talkers from
Ref. [12] for comparison. The pattern shares several features
with the pattern produced by the HATS.

3.2. Head Orientations

The next step in the evaluation process was to assess the effects
of head orientation on the HATS directivity. At low frequencies,
the directivity changes with head rotation remained minimal,
presumably due to the sizeable acoustic wavelength compared
to the diffracting body. However, at higher frequencies, more
pronounced changes arose. Figure 3 shows the directivity bal-
loons for four head orientations ψh in 30◦ increments and from
the same vantage points for the 1 kHz and 4 kHz 1/3-octave
bands. The blue arrows indicate the mouth axis direction. The
torso faced forward (i.e., toward ϕ = 0◦) in all cases.

For the 1 kHz 1/3-octave band, differences between bal-
loons are not extremely pronounced, although they do show a
tendency for the dominant radiation and rear diffraction lobe
directions to rotate with the changing head orientations. An
upward-directed lobe for ψh = 0◦, similar to that seen in Figs.
2(b)-(d), morphs with head rotation until only a single large lobe
appears about the mouth axis at ψh = 90◦.

More notable changes occur for the 4 kHz 1/3-octave band.
With the head facing forward, toward ψh = 0◦, two dominant
lobes form in the polar angle and two smaller lobes form above
and below. This behavior is typical for live speech radiation
at this frequency [12] and changes little with head rotation up
to ψh = 30◦. However, by ψh = 60◦, a third strong lobe
appears, centered between the earlier two lobes and directed
over the shoulder. At this head orientation, there is no quasi-
symmetry about the median plane of the head. At ψh = 90◦,
with the mouth almost directly over the shoulder, a strong lobe
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Figure 2: Directivity balloons for the 1.6 kHz 1/3-octave band.
(a) Theoretical model of a radially vibrating cap set in a rigid
sphere. (b) Isolated KEMAR HATS head. (c) Complete KEMAR
HATS (including torso) with the head oriented towardψh = 0◦.
(d) Averaged live speech of seated talkers. The vantage point is
from the right side of the sphere, HATS, and average talker so
the mouth axis is toward the 0◦ azimuthal marker.

dominates the beam pattern along the mouth axis, with smaller
side lobes above and below. These results illustrate how head
orientation can change directivity, particularly when the mouth
approaches the shoulder.

4. Analysis
This section explores errors occurring when one neglects torso
diffraction and head orientation. Three different cases iden-
tify relevant scenarios and give rise to insightful frequency-
dependent directivity deviations for select head orientations ψh.
For all cases, the reference directivity data set Qref for Eq. (2)
is that of the KEMAR HATS with its torso oriented forward to-
ward ϕ = 0◦ and head oriented in a specified direction direction
ψh. Thus, the reference directivity data set represents the HATS
directivity when both head orientation and torso diffraction are
accounted for.

4.1. Neglecting Head Orientation

One set of deviations follows if one ignores the directional ef-
fects of changing head orientations and simply assumes the
HATS directivity is that of the head and torso combination with
both fixed and oriented forward towards ϕ = 0◦. Figure 4
presents several frequency-dependent deviations between this
configuration and selected reference head orientations. For the
case of the smaller ψh = 10◦ orientation, the deviations remain
under 2 dB up to 10 kHz; however, for the larger ψh = 90◦

orientation, the errors exceed 5 dB at 10 kHz. The frequency-
averaged directivity deviations are 1.1, 2.0, 2.8, and 3.2 dB for
the orientations ψh = 10◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦, respectively.
These errors and differences in associated beam patterns such

as those shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the incorporation of head
orientation is important for obtaining realistic directivity results.

4.2. Neglecting Torso Diffraction

The next deviation set contrasts the reference directivities with
isolated head directivities having the same head orientations
ψh but no simulator torso. Figure 5 shows several frequency-
dependent results. The deviations are roughly consistent across
the head orientations, increasing from around 1 dB at 200 Hz
to 2 dB at 10 kHz. The frequency-averaged directivity devi-
ations were 1.5, 1.6, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.6 dB for the orientations
ψh = 0◦, 10◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦, respectively. Neglecting
torso diffraction, therefore, produces significant directivity de-
viations. However, because the deviations are generally smaller
than those that neglect head orientations (see Fig. 4), especially
at higher frequencies, the results suggest that accounting for
head orientation is more important than accounting for torso
diffraction.

4.3. Neglecting Effect of Head Orientation on Torso
Diffraction

The final deviation set contrasts the reference directivities with
the directivities produced by the HATS when the head and torso
rotate azimuthally together as a unit, so that the both the head
and torso are in the same direction of ψh. This scheme treats
head orientation as total-body rotation, as would be the case
when one rotates a fixed directivity measurement via post pro-
cessing to estimate the effects of varying head orientations. Fig-
ure 6 shows the frequency-dependent results. When the radia-
tion is nearly omnidirectional at low frequencies, the limited
deviations are smaller than those for the second deviation set
shown in Fig. 5. As frequency increases, the deviations in-
crease, level off, then undulate in correspondence with the for-
mation of frequency-dependent diffraction lobes noted in previ-
ous studies on live speech directivities [12, 19]. The frequency-
averaged deviation values are 0.8, 1.3, 1.6, and 1.7 dB for the
orientations ψh = 10◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦, respectively. The
deviations of the smaller head rotations are lower than those
of the second deviation set, but are similar for for larger head
rotations. This suggests that a mimicking of smaller head rota-
tions is possible via post-processing rotation of a fixed directiv-
ity measurement that includes torso diffraction. However, for
larger head rotations, the benefits are no greater than using the
directivity of an isolated head with no torso diffraction.

5. Conclusions
This work has investigated the effects of azimuthal head orienta-
tion and torso diffraction on the directivity of a KEMAR HATS.
The results show that neglecting torso diffraction or head orien-
tation relative to the torso can lead to significant differences in
directivity beam patterns, including shifting diffraction lobes.
Directivity deviations illustrated that while differences in direc-
tivity beam patterns at low frequencies are minor, they become
more substantial above 1 kHz. The deviations also showed that
incorporating correct head orientation is more important than
including torso diffraction. For small head orientations, rotat-
ing a fixed directivity with torso diffraction in post-processing
is more beneficial than using an isolated head directivity.

One limitation of this work is that the HATS constrained
head rotation to only the azimuthal angle, meaning the work did
not explore the effects of up-and-down head movements. An-
other limitation is that the investigation considered only the KE-
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Figure 3: Directivities of the KEMAR HATS with head orientations ψh = 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ as viewed from a fixed vantage point at
(45◦, 20◦). Top row: 1 kHz 1/3-octave band. Bottom row: 4 kHz 1/3-octave band. The blue arrows indicate the mouth axis directions.

Figure 4: Frequency-dependent directivity deviations between
the reference directivities at various azimuthal head orientation
angles ψh and the forward-facing head orientation ψh = 0◦.
In all cases, the torso faced forward toward ϕ = 0◦.

Figure 5: Frequency-dependent directivity deviations between
the reference directivities and the isolated head (no torso) ro-
tated towards ψh.

Figure 6: Frequency-dependent directivity deviations between
the reference directivities and directivities measured with the
head and torso rotated together as a single unit towards ψh.

MAR HATS, whereas future work could include other HATS
models, compare directivity results with those produced by live
talkers, and consider differences between distinct phonemes.
The study compared isolated head directivity with combined
head and torso directivities for different head orientations, but
it neglected the diffraction effects of legs and arms. The ef-
fects of the limbs, including differences in seated and standing
positions, would also be a worthwhile topic in future speech
directivity research. Other research could explore whether the
noted directivity deviations are perceptually significant or not.
The authors encourage further work in these areas.
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